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Millions of Americans now have Alzheimer’s
disease or other dementia.
--www.alz.org

Shouldn't there be an architectural typology that positively
affects the quality of life for those suffering from such a
dominating disease?

Sensory-Centric
Environments

Personalization +
Manipulation

Transformation +
Adaptability

Materiality

Lighting
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thesis statement
Problem:
In today’s society, people are living longer lives and the population of elderly citizens is increasing at significant
rates. Since 1900, the average life expectancy has dramatically increased from 48 to 76 years of age.
Unfortunately, this success has also brought about misfortunes. Naturally as we age, our cognitive processes
steadily decline; changes occur in our brain causing our memory and senses to become less sharp. However,
for some 5.3 million Americans (35 million worldwide), the natural processes of aging have been attacked by
a progressive and fatal disease classified as Alzheimer’s Disease. The disease destroys brain cells and heavily
affects everyday thinking and behavioral patterns leading to confusion, reduced control and reduced mastery
of one’s environment. This lack of independence that emerges causes agitation over seemingly minor issues.
As the seventh leading cause of death in the United States, it is necessary to confront the issue of how
architecture can address this debilitating disease by rethinking the design of the facility—in terms of spatial
organization, materiality, tectonics, implications of daylight, and integration with nature.
Since living for such a long number of years is a relatively new phenomenon, the typology of adult care
facilities is extremely undeveloped. Institutions such as nursing homes have been designed along similar
premises of hospitals and other medical facilities--failing to generate the desired homelike atmosphere. It was
not until the late 20th century that residential types materialized.
When dealing with dementia, these medical type institutions are detrimental to the well-being of the patient.
The narrow corridors and dead end hallways are directly correlated to disorientation and fear. The desire to
age at home, as reported by 82% of the sampled population, manifests the importance of creating facilities

Alzheimer's disease is predicted to nearly double every 20 years.
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thesis statement [ continued]
that reflect spatial and programmatic relationships analogous to that of a home-like environment.
Although dementia has no cure, and the physical environment is by no means treatment that will stop the
progression of the fatal disease, studies have proven that the environment can help to fully exploit remaining
capabilities and effectively reduce symptoms such as wandering and agitation.
The architectural environment has the potential to serve as a therapeutic space for individuals with dementia
and slow rapid declines in their behavioral processes. The social environment needs to be designed to
maintain functional capacity and promote functional independence to individuals so they can possess a feeling
of self respect and dignity (Brawley, 29).
Contention:
For over half of the population of individuals with Alzheimer’s disease, there is a decline in one or more of
their visual capacities—making a space that consists of solely visual cues illegible. This becomes problematic
in a society where spatial perception is predominantly via the visual sense. Also, hearing is a major issue that
greatly affects the quality of life of people with dementia. Excess noise is often detrimental to the well-being
of a patient and materiality of a space plays a crucial role in mitigating the distracting stimuli. Exploiting the
remaining senses is a crucial aspect in the design of facilities for dementia.
The contention of this thesis is that architecture has the ability to create a physical environment that directly
impacts the quality of life for the individual with dementia through integration of indoor and outdoor spaces,
building orientation that respects solar patterns to promote adequate sunlight conditions, the use of materials

“...special attention to the physical and social environments of the
cognitively impaired older person can maintain and/or increase their
functional capacity, self respect, and dignity ” (Brawley, 29).
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thesis statement [ continued]
to create ideal acoustic and tactile contexts, and a legible configuration of spaces that provides security and
accessibility and facilitates small and large group interaction. It is necessary to generate a space that engages
all five senses through architectural devices in order to incite self-orientation, social interaction, and most
importantly self-competence—aspects that when deprived of for people with dementia lead to frustration and
agitation.
Proposal:
The proposal is a dementia facility in Allentown, PA where the site is an area of land adjacent to both a wooded
area and the city. This juxtaposition of rural and urban allows for the ability of the architecture to both
embrace nature as well as the urban context. Close proximity to the Allentown Art Museum, Lehigh Valley
Historical Society, Allentown Symphony Hall and Baum School of Art will encourage various forms of therapy—
such as art therapy and music therapy. Providing both a natural and urban setting accommodates a variety of
residents in terms of what they are accustomed to in their life prior to the dementia care facility.

State-by-State Deaths from
Alzheimer’s Disease

Alzheimer’s occurred in southern states (Alabama, Louisiana,
South Carolina and Tennessee), with the exceptions of Arizona
and Washington State. The age-adjusted rate for Florida would
suggest, on the surface, that the risk of mortality from
Alzheimer’s is more modest in that state compared with others.
Florida is home to a large number of people aged 65 years and
older, and this is the age group at highest risk for Alzheimer’s
and death from this disease. However, it may well be that the
large number of active, healthy retirees aged 65 years and older
(www.alz.org).
living in the state have an impact on producing the more
modest levels for age-adjusted relative risks.

Table 4 provides information on the number of deaths
due to Alzheimer’s by state and overall in the United States.
The information was obtained from death certificates and
reflects the underlying cause of death: “the disease or injury
which initiated the train of events leading directly to death.”34
The table also provides age-adjusted rates by state. Age
adjustment should not be viewed as providing a measurement
of actual risk, but should be viewed as providing an indication
of relative risk between the states. Thus, in terms of relative
comparisons, the highest age-adjusted rates for deaths due to

Every 70 seconds, someone in America develops Alzheimer's disease. By midcentury, someone will develop Alzheimer's every 33 seconds
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facts and figures
Figure 10:
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image source: www.alz.org
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By 2011, the first baby boomers will be 65 years old...
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image source: www.alz.org

estimated number of people with Alzheimer's by state, 2000

By 2029, all baby boomers will be at least 65 years old.
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image source: www.alz.org

estimated number of people with Alzheimer's by state, 2025

sensory stimulation

image source: http://www.ltlwork.net/

Alzheimer's disease is predicted to nearly double every 20 years.
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Alzheimer's and the senses
Smell: People with Alzheimer’s lose their smell more than non-dementia individuals. This significant decrease
in taste and smell results in an impaired ability to distinguish flavors in food. Therefore, a heightened
awareness of the importance of eating is needed.
Touch:
(includes perception of pressure, vibration, temperature, pain, position of body space, and localization of
touch)
As people get older, the most marked changes in touch occur in the feet and this change causes an increased
danger of falling or tripping over objects. Since the sense of touch is the most intact of all senses in older
adults and least impacted as age increases, touch often becomes the most important means of communicating
for older individuals. Touch is therapeutic since older adults may be touch deprived.
Hearing: Of all stimuli, noise has the most significant and damaging impact upon people with dementia.
Reducing noise created by individuals, equipment, internal/external traffic is imperative. The use of sound
absorbing materials is important.

Hearing Loss

Vision
Impairments

Typical Contrast Sensitivity
(20 years old)
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Typical Contrast Sensitivity
(80 years old)

Composite [20 years vs 80 years]

Alzheimer's and the senses

Sight: More than 60% of people with Alzheimer’s have a decline in one or more visual capacities. These
difficulties can lie in the realms of motion, depth, color and contrast. An example of impaired depth would
be the reading of a three-dimensional object as flat; shadows on the floor would be perceived as holes in the
ground.

Normal Vision

source of images: Brawley, 41

Diabetic Retinopathy

Macular Degeneration

Cataract

Glaucoma
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Alzheimer's and the senses

Memory Loss
‘Normal’ Memory Loss

Memory Loss with Alzheimer's

Composite
['normal' vs Alzheimer's]

sensory loss
changes in judgment, behavior, and memory
visual acuity less sharp in dim lighting
see frightening images in shadows
harder to hear conversations when you are in
noisy environments
loud sounds are agitating

source of images: http://www.aamse.us/
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multi-sensory environments
Decrease in sensory systems is a natural consequence of aging. Dementia is often a result of this severe
sensory loss and sensory stimulation is very important for dementia patients.

"...the therapy
[of multi-sensory
environments] is adding
to the quality of life to
people who already lost
so much."
http://www.webmd.com/video/
alzheimers-therapy-stimulatingsenses

Often, one who suffers from dementia is confined to a bed or wheelchair for a majority of his or her day;
they have no means to engage in environmental changes and have little manifestations of the passage
of time. Their physical restrictions cause them to be sensory deprived. People that are affected by this
progressive disease are easily disoriented because of their sensory impairments and they can become
agitated frequently. As a result, he or she will call out, rock back and forth, and perform other repetitive
behaviors. Their body attempts to create internal sensations to counteract their deprivation.
For Alzheimer’s patients, sensory stimulation has proved to lessen agitation and restlessness. Therefore,
sensory rich environments can be thought of as a form of therapy for the sufferers, and consequently, for
the caregivers.
Currently, multi-sensory environments are individual rooms located in an institution. These isolated
experiences have been implemented all over the world and have proven to be especially beneficial to
establishments dealing with pediatrics, mental health, autism and developmental disabilities, pain control,
Alzheimer’s and dementia, hospice, and surgical recoveries.

source of images: http://www.acegallery.net/artistmenu.php?Artist=8
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materiality and stimulation [touch]
The problem with current long term care facilities is the ubiquitous double-loaded corridor that creates
monotonous environments. When suffering from a disease where the senses are highly impaired, monotony
in any environment is very dangerous and can lead to escaping their room in search of stimulating activities.
After the patients leave their rooms and roam about, they can easily lose their sense of where they are and not
know their way back. In order to prevent wandering, various program spaces need to be differentiated and
each should possess their own distinctive expression.
Tactile stimulation can be achieved in a multitude of ways. Texture and temperature are two major
components that could serve as ways to implement stimulation into a care center for those with dementia.
Artists such as Tara Donovan (shown above) uses everyday manufactured materials such as paper plates,
fishing line, glue, drinking straws and Styrofoam cups to create sculptures that use the multiplication of one
single object to create seducing, engaging objects and surfaces.
When designing a center for dementia care--a program where funding is almost always very limited--it will be
interesting to look at ways to create innovative, effective tactile environments in ways that Tara Donovan so
successfully accomplishes.

elvet

1/4" colored acrylic

bamboo

layered stone
public

aurant

velvet
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1/4" colored acrylic

bamboo

layered stone

precedents [ materiality]

LTL provides small scale, architectural examples of projects that exemplify the way in which simple, and
often even inexpensive, materials have the power to recreate a space and theyuse materiality and tactility to
differentiate zones.
Xing Restaurant (above)

image source: http://www.ltlwork.
net/

Xing Restaurant in NYC uses the materials of stone, bamboo, acrylic, and velvet to create three distinct areas
within the overall space. The entry area of stone is sequentially followed by the more private seating area
wrapped in bamboo. The most private dining room in the back is composed of velvet panels. An interlocking
piece of acrylic extends through all of the rooms and is the material that is stacked to create the service zones.
Ini Ani Coffee Shop (left)
The 350 sq. ft. coffee shop responds to a strict budget and site restrictions. For this project, stacks of 2”
wide corrugated cardboard define the sitting area. The strips were set within a steel framework and the
construction process relied on gravity and tight fit to keep these strips in place.
To define the space of the service counter, LTL created a wall with 479 plaster impressions of coffee lids of
various sides. The contrast between the textures successfully delineates the program of the confined area.

image source: http://www.materialproject.org/wiki/Ini_Ani_Coffee_Shop

source of images: http://www.
designshare.com/index.php/projects/
hazelwood-school-for-the-multiplesensory-impaired/narratives
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“It is vital that children
have an accessible
external environment,
which allows them to
breathe fresh air, to
hear the wind rustling
the trees and to feel
the rain. The sensory experiences whilst
taken for granted by
many, form a critical
part of a pupil’s education.” 1

precedents [hypersensory]

2.1

2.2

2.3

Hypersensory facilities can be studied as
a way to implement various way finding
and orientation techniques for those with
Alzheimer’s and dementia to promote
orientation and give residents confidence
throughout their days. Sufferers of dementia
and blind/visually impaired persons can
equally benefit from sensory-centric physical
environments. The heightened need to be
able to touch, feel and hear architecture is
imperative to their mental health and well
being. The following two case studies are
schools for the blind:
Hazelwood School for the Blind:
Hazelwood School, by Gordon Murray and Alan
Dunlop Architects, is a facility for a small group
of children with dual sensory impairment.
Recent completions of institutions within
this building type demonstrate the necessary
attention to the experiential aspects of
architecture. The central corridor (see 2.2) of

glass and nooks and crannies that beckon
and learn the concepts of room and space.
Kaleidoscope Slope with planting beds,
d tiny benches.

‘‘

‘‘

und features the Sensory Garden, Cane Walk Lane, Braille
arden and Greenhouse — all within view from the Gazebo.

clockwise from top left:
• Ava and her dad expl
Garden, 2007
• Jamison plays with lig
• JC shows Deyannira t
Light Walk at the new
• Kishia and Lori exper

• top: Carol works with preschoolers Skyla and Arturo in
the Children’s Kitchen and Dining Room, 2007
• right: Kaleidoscope Discovery Wall
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precedents [hypersensory]

fun
411 fact

“Anchor Center gave me mobility. Anchor Center also
id you know
d
building is a sensory wall. The surface of the channels in the wall is covered
with cork
and guides students
. . . Number
of children and families
gave me hope. It’s athebuilding
block that keeps people
in 1982-83:
10 the school.
to various destinations. This snaking wall acts as a tactile map and safely guidesserved
children
around
going. It certainly kept
me
going.”
Figure 2.3 illustrates the transition spaces from corridor to classroom. This configuration could potentially be
Number of children and families

used
in the dementia
facility--where
points for resting are necessary.served in 2006-07: 411
David Bahr, Anchor Center
preschool
graduate,
currentlytransitional
a psychology

major at the University of Denver

The curving form of the building creates various niches in the plan. The niches are especially effective where
the classrooms curve around the landscaped teaching gardens (see 2.2). Two classrooms share a courtyard
and the area serves as an integral teaching device.
Julie McAndrews Mork Building: Addition to Anchor Center for Blind Children
The Julie McAndrews Mork Building in Denver, Colorado is part of the Anchor Center for Blind Children. Similar
to the sensory wall at Hazelwood, the main hallway of the Mork building uses a type of inverted handrail that
is built into the wall. Arrival at a destination is signified by a change in material at the access points.
In addition to the handrail embossed into one side of the wall (referred to as the “Trail Rail”), the architects
of the building designed an illuminated strip that runs underneath the trail rail on the floor. Even though the
students are legally blind, they can perceive brightness. This notion of perceiving light pertains to dementia
patients and their need for increased illumination. These way finding concepts should be integrated in
the design for dementia centers. Perhaps different colored illuminations would be helpful when trying to
remember a certain destination.

source of images: myportal/index.
cfm?s=1&m=1660&p=1354,page&
id=902

a
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b

c

precedents [sensory garden]
The therapeutic garden at Sunset Haven Home for the aged is
surrounded by two wings of the home and can be entered from
the building at both ends. The garden provides multiple elements
that engage the full range of senses and keep the resident in tune
with their own actions. For example, the action of walking across
the bridge is reinforced with the sound of one’s foot making
contact with the wooden surface.
The park is 30,000 square feet and includes both sunny and shady
zones with large trees, grassy areas and a continuous path of
concrete.
A downfall of the park is at the entry and exit points. These areas
are difficult to find and can cause disorientation. Especially since
the park was an addition, the lack of indoor-outdoor integration
also causes confusion.

transformability.
adaptability.
flexibility.
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transformability and personal control
According to recent studies, residents of ADCs are likely to need assistance with two to three daily activities
(Moore, 167). However, many philosophies in caring for those with dementia take the hands-off approach
where caregivers encourage residents to do for themselves and maintain as many of their skills as possible.
Creating an environment that promotes functional independence is extremely important for such a weakening
and powerful disease.
As the disease of Alzheimer’s progresses and in turn worsens, the patient goes through similar stages
that a child goes through during development; however, Alzheimer’s patients go through these stages in
reverse. Therefore, as time goes on, the individual with Alzheimer’s reverts back to childlike qualities and
everything becomes new to them again (unfamiliar). A patient’s past is being lost and needs to be able to
feel in control of his or her “new” surroundings. As a result, environments should possess both the ability to
promote independence as well as adapt to the reversal of the stages where the environment needs to be less
demanding.

Through the eight stages of Alzheimer’s disease--leading to the terminal
stage--a steady decline in both cognitive and behavioral issues takes way.
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stages of dementia
Chart 3.1

image source:
http://www.drugdevelopment-technology.com/projects/semagacestat/
semagacestat2.html

vs
source of images: http://www.
alzheimer.sk.ca/english/Just4Kids/
alz_disease-brainpics.shtml
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brain without
AD

vs
brain with AD

brain without AD

cross sections
through brain

brain with AD

transformability [responding to the stages of dementia]
Dementia can be divided into seven stages1--which can be affected and eased if the
environment provides ample and appropriate conditions. Stages one and two coincide
with ‘normal’ processes of aging. These stages are classified as stage I: No impairment
of normal function and stage II: Very mild cognitive decline.
When the disease progresses to stage III: Mild cognitive decline, symptoms such as
losing the ability to remember names, misplacing of objects and decreased ability to
plan or reorganize, become apparent to those close in relationship to the individual, but
still have little impact on design opportunity.
The last four stages are crucial stages regarding how architecture has the ability to
impact the individual suffering from dementia. These last four stages are stage IV:
Moderate cognitive decline, stage V: Moderately severe cognitive decline, stage VI:
Severe cognitive decline, and stage VII: Very severe cognitive decline.
Chart 3.1 categorizes
the progression into eight
stages, where stage VIII is
essentially when the patient
is in a vegetative state.
1

In order to provide an environment that responds to these stages, a framework that
can be manipulated and transformed according to the continual changes of the disease
needs to be carefully designed.
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transformability [personalization]
Personalization of the bedroom will help with transition phases into the individual’s new home. The
framework of the bedroom should be designed so that the inhabitant can exercise control over the
arrangement of their possessions. Even down to the detail of the materiality of the wall, accommodation of
personal possessions, built-in shelves and special nooks should be addressed. When an individual personalizes
his or her bedroom, a feeling of accomplishment will emerge and also a sense of familiarity will be developed;
both achievement and familiarity of surroundings help to decrease anxieties that come about through
changing homes.
Therefore, surfaces that are made for hanging and moving pictures and displaying possessions need to be
implemented. This will also be the case when one resident moves out and the next moves in and has to repeat
the process. Even down to color of the curtains and wall and how design could cater to these details needs to
be carefully considered. Perhaps the tectonics of the walls are made in such a way that various panels could
be snapped in and out to respond to new resident’s decorating decisions. Flexibility of the spaces is important
to allow different users to personalize his or her space.
Another reason why adaptability and temporality is such an important factor in design generation regards how
the environment responds to the various stages of Alzheimer’s; issues such as that of privacy change as the
disease advances.

source of images: http://www.arcspace.com/architects/jantzen/
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precedents [transformability]
Design for personalization is an interesting and critical issue that deals with the limits of
the degree of transformation in an environment. Precedents such as the M-House by
Michael Jantzen help to clarify the notion of user responsive designs.
Michael Jantzen’s M-House demonstrates how architecture can create an environment
that has the ability to be manipulated and transformed in order to reflect personal
desires. This project is made from a variety of manipulatable components that can
be connected, in numerous ways, to a matrix of modular support frames. The frames
themselves can then be assembled and disassembled to accommodate varying needs.
The panels of the M-House are hinged either vertically or horizontally allowing the
panels to fold into or out of the cube frames to perform various functions.

Image source: Rijn

distress level
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accomplishment leads to less agitation
Too often in current facilities, the physical
structure is treated as a set, unchangeable entity
that forces the inhabitants to adapt. However,
the graph (left) illustrates that environmental
fit becomes increasingly more important as an
individual’s competence becomes weaker--as the
stages of dementia increase.
The lower the person’s competence, the less
demanding of the individual the environment
should be.

Image Source: Moore, 99.

As seen above, after tasks are completed, distress
level falls. Putting the two charts together it
becomes apparent that environments need
to provide a place where accomplishment can
be achieved. When an environment directly
corresponds to the needs of the user, the design
has a much greater potential to serve as a
therapeutic place.

program

"Because the psychosocial needs of the cognitively impaired are of
utmost importance in therapeutic milieus, it is critical that the physical
setting has the potential to accommodate a range of social situations and
that each activity setting appropriately cues the situation it serves.."
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programmatic needs
Activity programs play a critical role in generating the built environment and overall design scheme. The
configuration of the spaces as a whole need to accommodate for the comprehensive, minute by minute list
of daily activities that greatly affect spatial adjacencies and overlaps. Many factors should be acknowledged
during the initial design phase. Major issues at hand are the relationships between program and functional
ability, capability of the space to transform and adapt to personal needs, minimum and maximum number of
participants for specific spaces, and how the spatial configuration effectively impacts wandering.
The architectural plan of the facility has the potential to create an environment that significantly diminishes
wandering. Since wandering is an individual’s way of getting out of an uncomfortable space in efforts to
engage in something interesting or stimulating, a design opportunity is embedded in this problem of how to
manage the walking and exploring that is done. Meaningful activities should be provided for the periods of
time when an individual wanders. Distances between destination points, flooring surfaces, tactile paths, as
well as various other sensory cues can help with disorientation.

"The activity program is the lifeblood of adult day services” (Moore, 97).
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daily activities
Example of a Daily Activity Program
Recreation Room
				
7:30
				

Kitchen/Dining Area

Living Room		

Breakfast					

				
Transition
8:15
8:30
								
Psychosocial Activity:
								
Daily Headlines
				
Transition
9:00
9:15
Cognitive Activity:					
Cognitive Activity:
Crafts					
Creative Writing
					
				
Transition
10:15
10:30
				
Snack						
											
10:45 Psychosocial Activity:				
Being Outside
Service Activity					
Puttering Outside
11:45
				
Transition
12:00 Psychosocial Activity"
Kitchen Work		
Cognitive Activity
Visit from Pets
Preparing the Dining Room
Aromatherapy
		
				
12:45
Chart source: Moore, 96 			
1:00

Transition
Lunch

Personal Care
Scheduled Bathing
Scheduled Bathing
Floating Assistance

Scheduled Scheduled
Toileting Bathing

Scheduled
Toileting

"A well-crafted and implemented program goes a long way toward
creating therapeutically beneficial days for participants and a sense of
accomplishment for staff “(Moore, 97).
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daily activities

Recreation Room
				
1:30
Movement Activity
1:45
Physical Exercise (Group1)

2:15

Movement Activity
Physical Exercise (G2)

Kitchen/Dining Area

Living Room		

Personal Care

Transition
Kitchen Work		
Cleaning the Kitchen

Cognitive Activity
Who's Who (Group 2)

Scheduled
Toileting

Kitchen Work		
Baking			

Cognitive Activity
Who's Who (G1)

Scheduled
Toileting

				
Transition
2:45
Cognitive
Activity:
Sing-a-long
3:00
{merge Recreation and Dining Room)
				
3:45
				
4:00

Transition
Snack

4:15
				
				
				

Movement Activity				
Preparing the Kitchen for			
Tomorrow

								
5:00
								

Psychosocial Activity:
News/Closing Time

Floating
Assistance

Scheduled
Bathing
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program
welcoming area

kitchen

cafe

outdoor areas
contemplative
active

program areas
-physical rehabilitation
-speech therapy
-medical attention
-exercise therapy
activity areas
-living room
-sunroom
mainstreet spaces
-beauty shop
-podiatry care
-massage area
-library
dining area

staff rooms
bedrooms
-each with individual bathrooms
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programmatic needs + spatial relationships
Entrance

Programmatic
Needs + Spatial
Relationships

Cafe
- heart of the program area
(serves as the hub of activity)
- breakfast counter
- cafe tables
- sunny and bright
- window wall out to a secured
courtyard
- french doors out to a tranquil
courtyard

- clear and obvious
- reception area
- ample seating for participants
- guest bathroom next to entry
(as in most households)

Mainstreet Spaces
- windowed storefronts that are
easily visible from the cafe but
also have blinds that staff may
close when appropriate

Welcoming Area
- graceful reception desk
- welcome pedestal table with
flowers

Program Areas
- enter through kitchen-dining
area
- can accomodate larger groups
(up to 10 or 12 individuals)
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programmatic needs
Dining Area
- small tables for small groups
- has smaller rooms off the main
area for privacy (for those who
can't feed themselves)

Outdoor Areas
- staff overview is achieved through
residential windows providing
unobtrusive direct access to
outdoor participants
- two secured areas, one
contemplative and one active
- contemplative has flower beds,
water feature, several benches
for resting
- active has raised planters for
gardening
- laundry line to dry dish towels

Living Room
- where one can engage in games,
socialize, or watch TV

Circulation Paths
- looping walkers back past
meaningful destinations, such
as cafe and kitchen
- should not cut through an
activity space
- should provide visual preview in
previewing into spaces for
participants

Sun Room
- adjacent to dining area so some
can eat lunch here
- place for small activity groups

Toilets
- scattered throughout facility
- one and two people toilet rooms
- easy visible from activity or
circulation areas

"Although Adult Day Services have been around for almost thirty years,
their potential for providing efficient, community-based therapeutic care
has been under-recognized" (Moore, 10).
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common spatial configurations

Large group spaces

In general, the physical environment for a facility for dementia must be easy to understand by someone
who is unfamiliar with it. Looking at facilities that are common today, it is readily apparent that there is a
fundamental problem with how current institutions are spatially organized. Existing spaces can be categorized
into three profiles that are direct consequences of the site:

Entry and exit spaces

- basement of church
- office building remodeled
- purpose built facility

Smaller program spaces

Bathrooms

Access points

The following three examples are diagrammed according to their programmatic relationships, access points
and circulation. The key at left can be used for figures 4.1-4.3.
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common spatial configurations
Lord’s Way: basement of a church
Centers located in existing buildings can be problematic.
Especially in examples such as Lord’s Way, where exterior
modifications are not permitted because of code restrictions,
the lack of daylight can be detrimental to the well being of the
participants. There is little space available for program that
encourages familiar activities (cooking, laundry, gardening, etc)
and the view out to the cement window wells can cause frequent
catastrophic reactions on a daily basis.

figure 4.01
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common spatial configurations
Midcity: office building remodeled
Although Midcity ADC was remodeled to specifically house an
adult and dementia day program, the basic layout for an office
building has the character of a doctor’s office--far from the ideal
home-like environment in which individuals feel comfortable and
are consequently less agitated.
The corridor with multiple dead ends and lack of activity and
stimulation is conducive to wandering. There is little attention
paid to spatial relationships and transitions from one activity to
the next.
To mitigate way finding problems, the use of corridors should be
minimized and various programs should have its own distinctive
character that is legible without signage (Moore, 118).

figure 4.02
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common spatial configurations
Lake Park: purpose built facility
Lake Park demonstrates a facility type that is explicitly planned for
an adult/dementia center. The various ‘sub-settings’ and alcoves
that are carved into the rectangular space provide for an effective
plan. The use of these nooks allow for small group conversations
and social interactions--meaningful activities that often lead to
friendship formation.
The diagram at the bottom right manifests the access to toilet
rooms from almost every activity point. The visibility and
accessibility to the bathrooms holds great importance when
designing a facility of dementia because a majority of the
population is incontinent.
Another successful component of the Lake Park design is the
minimal use of corridors. Corridors often lead to confusion and
should be as minimal as possible.

figure 4.03

To a person with dementia, the world becomes more and more
unfamiliar each day--making independent living impossible. Designing
with a careful consideration for necessary activities can promote feelings
of purpose, accomplishment and self worth.
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figure 4.04

common spatial configurations
a

b

c

d

e

f

Evolution of building
configuration typologies
over the past 50 years
Service
Corridor
Group Activity
Residence Rooms

a. double loaded corridor
b. race track
c. mall
d. ranch house
e. cluster
g. clustered group homes

“We all want to be at home, no matter where we live, so we’re shaping
nursing homes into households, neighborhoods, and communities”
(Brawley, 165).

image source: Handbook, 117
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common spatial configurations
Initially, senior living homes were designed
to respect the resident’s desire for
independence. Over the years, this form of
planning is proving to be problematic and
worsening the problem of isolation.
Today, facilities are striving for more of
a community, neighborhood like feeling-contrary to the institutional feel of the
former. In figure 4.04, (d), (e) and (f)
illustrate the typology that encourages
social interactions between residents.

Brewster village floor plan

figure 4.05

Brewster village floor plan (left) is an
example of the emerging “clustered group
home” model as seen in (f) of figure 4.04.

“Even with its limitations, though, Woodside
Place seems to be sparking a revolution in
housing for persons in the early and middle
stages of Alzheimer’s.”

http://pn.psychiatryonline.org/content/36/9/14.full
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Precedent | Woodside Place

Woodside Place in Oakmont, PA by Perkins
Eastman Architects is a small, innovative
facility that houses thirty-six residents with
dementia.
There are three houses that make up
Woodside Place and each ‘house’ consists
of twelve rooms. Each house also has its
own activity space. The activity spaces of
the facility include a quiet room, a music
room, an arts and crafts room, and an
entertainment room. Also, each house has
a direct connection to a secure outdoor
garden, with a sheltered transition space
from inside to outside so the resident has
time to adjust to the climate and light
change. The individual courtyards are south
facing and open to a larger outdoor area
shared by everyone.

figure 4.06

Residence ‘house’
Courtyard
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Ground Floor Plan:
Woodside Place

Precedent | Woodside Place (continued)
One problem with the plan of Woodside
place is where the wandering path--the
boldest red line of the circulation path-intersects with the main entry. The
intersection of the path with entry and exit
to outdoors presents a major security issue.
The other negative aspect of Woodside
Place is the occurrence of the double rooms
at the end of each corridor. The doors
of entry into the rooms are not visible
from the corridor and cause orientation
problems.

image source: Cohen, 139.

“Falls are the number one cause of emergency room visits and the leading
cause of injury deaths among this age group.” (Brawley, 95).
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programmatic needs | tracing daily activities

Outside

Kitchen

Figure 5.1 traces a daily
activity program throughout
the day, where the number
of rings portrays the number
of times a person takes place
in that activity every day.

Cognitive
activity
Eating

figure 4.07

Psychosocial
activity

Movement
Activity

Daily activities, whether it be mental or physical,
are a necessary component of life. Unfortunately,
around sixty years old, a majority of adults tend
to experience muscle and joint pain and lose the
will to engage in their favorite activities. From that
point on, it becomes a domino effect where the lack
of activity leads to a further deterioration of the
muscles, which results in loss of stamina and loss of
balance. In short, the failure to exercise both the
brain and body causes increased falls, increased
injuries, and facilitates the progression of the
disease.
Studies show that exercise--both individual and
group based--will improve balance and decrease the
amount of falls.
Programmatically speaking, accommodations
need to be carefully considered to integrate daily
activities. "The program should be designed to
serve the clients holistically, meeting their physical,
emotional, psychosocial, and cognitive needs. Thus
the program should offer variety over the course of

“When the spatial organization of the setting as well as its personality are
consistent with and facilitate the organization’s program of activities...the
setting will fit more tightly with the programmatic intentions and be more
likely to facilitate the activities and their anticipated therapeutic benefits.”
(Moore, 90)
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programmatic needs | tracing daily activities

the day” (Moore, 95).
Figure 5.1 demonstrates the
necessity of flexible spaces and
the many different paths that
can take place over the course
of a single day. Since residents
are typically restricted to a
single facility for many years, the
physical environment needs to be
designed in a way that facilitates
movement between activities and
eases their fear of becoming lost
or falling.
In figure 4.08, an ideal set of
relationships is laid out. The
cafeteria, where the resident
frequents most, is at the heart of
the design.

figure 4.08

possible spatial configurations
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Image source: Moore, 101

figure 4.09

The concept map, at left, adresses the eight realms
of activity--further categorized into ‘Life as Activity’
and ‘Health and Rehabilitation’ realms and the
chief relationships that stem from each of these.

“Noise is a challenge, and one that is especially disorienting for older
persons” (Brawley, 80).
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sound - daylight - outdoor space - accessibility

The adaptive capacity of an older person is far less than when he or she was younger. Their threshold for
tolerating noise, light (glare) and excessively hot or cold temperatures is very low. The sensitivity to these
environmental stressors results in unnecessary anxiety. By addressing the architectural issues of acoustics,
lighting, and transition from indoors to outdoors, design can greatly impact and decrease anxieties that are a
result of environmental stressors. Most importantly, the design of all of these aforementioned components
must be accessible for all impairments.
Sound:
The acoustic qualities of a space are crucial in dementia facilities. Even though hearing capacities decrease
with age, the elderly have a hypersensitivity to ambient sounds. Especially for persons with Alzheimer’s, the
presence of these sounds affects their well being; the sounds are very distracting, agitating and disorienting.
The use of sound absorbing materials in the design will help to minimize both airborne and impact sounds.
For instance, carpeted flooring in a dining room helps to decrease the volume of talking from table to the next
so residents can actively participate in their small group conversations without being distracted by all of the
conversations going on around them. For rooms where loud activity takes place—such as the rooms for TV,
shuffleboard, and board games—parallel wall separations with a 2” dead space between the two walls can be
effective. In terms of ceilings, since high ceilings are good for incorporating daylight into a space but are not
good acoustically, high performance sound absorbing ceiling tiles can be used.

“Lighting can and will make a greater difference in the success of a
healthcare setting than any other single feature except the healthcare
itself” (Brawley, 89).
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sound - daylight - outdoor space - accessibility

Daylight and levels of luminance:
Uncontrolled glare and sun are extremely problematic in both interior and exterior spaces. Either staff or
resident should have the capability of altering and adjusting shading devices. On the other hand, daylight is
crucial for healthcare facilities. Figure 4.10 shows minimum levels of luminance for program spaces. Daylight
both in living spaces as well as hallways provide “not only ‘real life cues’ as to time of day and season, but a
connection to the natural world.” It has been proven through various studies that prime lighting conditions
have a direct effect on sleep problems, sundowning, and overall quality of life. For instance, at Wiley Creek
Assisted Living Facility in Sweet Home, Oregon, the apartments surround a skylighted central area. In order
to prevent glare and excessive heat gain, the light that penetrates the clear glass skylight is filtered by
adjustable shades. The light levels of this facility exceed minimum levels by seven to eight times that which
is recommended. Studies manifest that these lighting conditions result in increased social interactions and
decreased sleep problems (Brawley, 62).
Accessibility:
Accessibility is one of the most prevalent problems in facilities today. All too often, residents are lined up
against the walls in their wheelchairs while waiting for an elevator, or waiting to get into a space. Even simple
aspects of design such as handrails, table heights, and drinking fountains are overlooked in terms of catering to
those in wheelchairs and those with other impairments.

programmatic needs | luminance and flexibility
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figure 4.10
PROGRAM
AREAS
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Figure 4.11

Safety: Provision for gradual transition in
lighting conditions and between ground
plane transitions reduces injury hazards.
Social Interaction: Is more likely to occur
when one feels comfortable (provision
of various stimulation levels) and there
are props present to stimulate dialogue
(e.g., weather, birds, activity).
Orientation: Having access to views outdoors reduces the temporal disorientation found in interior spaces.
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Image source: Moore, 150

sound - daylight - outdoor space - accessibility

Transition from indoor to outdoor:
Lighting, temperature and sound are continually changing in the outdoor environment. As mentioned above,
acclimatizing to differences in temperature, light and sound can be taxing and lead to distress. Transition from one
microclimate to the next needs to be gradual where exposure to the change is eased into and there is an atmosphere
for adjustment. Figure 4.11 exemplifies one idea of how transitions can be managed. Varying degrees of enclosure
and use of materials and natural elements can serve as wind breaks, shelter from precipitation, shading devices and
noise barriers.

Changing of seasons in a
Japanese temple
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integration of outdoor spaces
Unfortunately, landscape and outdoor areas are the after thoughts of the design process. Frequently this
part of the design is left off due to budgetary restrictions and the opportunity to use landscape elements and
forms in order to stimulate social interaction is shortchanged. Access to outdoor spaces is imperative for
sensory stimulation. Since people with dementia are still very active, it can be restricting for them to be in an
enclosed environment and may cause tension and frustration. Spaces that vary in size, location and amount
of sun provide choices for the resident, distinguish one space from the next and give the resident a sense of
orientation. Direct courtyard access from multiple spaces is considered a high priority design component.
Not only do courtyards provide a breath of fresh air and change of scenery, but they also generate
communication among ‘neighbors’. A well designed courtyard or garden can be a place that accommodates
both active activities—such as gardening, talking with friends, hanging clothes out to dry—as well as passive
activities—seating nooks for residents to read, knit or watch birds for example. Within the courtyards, there
should be numerous seating nooks that accommodate individuals, small groups and large groups.
The following two projects of retirement communities in Japan are exemplary in terms of connections with
nature. The Japanese and the natural world often go hand in hand and in these facilities, “the connection to
the outside world starts indoors with abundant natural daylighting--credited with promoting psychological and
emotional well being--provided through building orientation and design” (Loomis, 23).

a.

b.

a. Dementia Courtyard
b. Entry Court + Canopy

images courtesy of Perkins
Eastman Architects
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Precedent | Sun City: Takatsuki

b.
e.
d.
a.

c.

SunCity in Takatsuki, Japan--by Perkins
Eastman Architects of Pittsburgh, PA-illustrates an effective integration of
indoor and outdoor spaces. Built in
2001 by Perkins Eastman, wandering
gardens, roofed terraces, enclosed
private courtyards, gardening areas,
and interior courtyards are all carefully
considered components of the design. It
is a single building carved into a hillside
site with five residential wings that
are connected by a multilevel central
spine. The central spine provides direct
access to outdoor gardens. The 170,000
square foot facility is composed of 24
assisted living spaces, 91 independent
living spaces and 68 specialized nursing/
dementia spaces. The activity spaces—
including a salon, library and multiple
activity areas—all have access out to the
courtyards; the dining rooms also have
direct entry ways to these green spaces.

c.

d.

e.

c.

c. Dementia Courtyard
d. South facing courtyard
e. South facing courtyard

images courtesy of Perkins
Eastman Architects
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Precedent | Sun City: Takatsuki (continued)

apartments

circulation

relationship to
courtyards

images: www.swagroup.com
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Precedent | Sun City: Takarazuka
SunCity Takarazuka in Osaka, Japan--by
BAR Architects of California and SWA
Group Landscape Architects--is another
successful example of a senior residential
community that has a strong connection
with nature. This complex is organized
around a total of five courtyards. Three
of the courtyards are enclosed and two
are open. With the Alhambra of Spain in
mind regarding the organization of the
courtyards, the five spaces are the Arrival
Courtyard, the Fountain Courtyard, the
Bonsai Courtyard, The Bamboo Courtyard
and the Landform Courtyard. Each of the
enclosed courtyards (Bonsai, Bamboo
and Landform) are distinct and easily
recognizable as a means of wayfinding for
residents.
The building itself is designed so that
all residences capture southeast or
southwest daylight. Single loaded

images: www.swagroup.com
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Precedent | Sun City: Takarazuka (continued)
corridors on all three floors makes
this possible. All public spaces have
garden views; the public spaces for
SunCity Takarazuka include a library,
tea lounge, dining lounge, formal
dining room, casual dining room,
and three private dining rooms.
Ranging in size from 500 to 725
ft2, the small residences are very
flexible. The resident is able to
configure the space in a variety of
ways through the movable lattice
partitions. The partitions also allow
for privacy and create a layered
space.
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Translation into architectural concerns
Social Interaction

Attributes of
Place Experience

Sensory Stimulation
- ex: thick draperies along one
wall hung to gain control of
reverberation
- mask hum of heating and
ventilation equipment
- background noise negatively
affects the intelligibility of
speech
- enhanced illumination (elders
need 3x as much as the 20 year
old)

- experience of the personality
of a place is largely shaped by
the level of social activity
- residents congregate around
activity nodes
- tactile wall hangings
- bulletin boards easy to change

Spirituality
- zen garden
- window that frames a view of a
garden
- quiet corner with skylight for
meditation

Safety and Security
- lighting should be sufficient
for the patient to see
- avoid using large mirrors that
could increase confusion
- organization reduces the risk
of fall

Social Orientation
- visual differentiation in order
to maintain a sense of one's
current location and how
to make one's way to desired
destinations

"When you have met one person with Alzheimer Disease, you have met
but one person with Alzheimer Disease."
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Translation into architectural concerns (continued)
Meaningful Activity
- activity is meaningful if it
has an obvious and acceptable
purpose, is done voluntarily,
provides pleasure, and is
failure proof

Privacy
- deflecting unwanted stimulation
impinging from the larger
environment

Continuity of the Self
- familiarity
- photos of participants' former
homes
- familiar activties (cooking,
sewing, gardening)

Architectural Delight
- constraints of budget, site,
and function will preclude most
ADCs from representing "high
architecture"
- partial walls and internal
windows can extend one's sense
of a space, promising something
new around a corner

Functional Independence
- disease is progressive and
debilitating
- environment must support
opportunities for every ADC
participant to exercise his/her
remaining capacities and
maintain a sense of
independence
- abilities not exercised will
atrophy over time
Personal control
- extends more choice to
participants
- choose paths for traversing the
building
- choose places to sit
- choose places to talk

site
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site
In order of importance, climate, percentage of elderly population, amount of sunlight, proximity to art
and cultural facilities and amount of natural surroundings on site are the major components that directly
influenced the location of the site. Allentown, PA is the city that was the most compatible fit in complying with
all of the criteria.
The presence of four distinct seasons is a factor that the architecture of the facility can directly embrace in
order to create a stimulating experience for the residents. For this reason, when looking at the charts that
indicate the population percentage for the elderly by state, Florida has been discounted due to minimal
changes in climate over the course of the year. After Florida, West Virginia and Pennsylvania are the states
with the next highest percentages of elderly population.
Chart 5.2 shows the major cities and their corresponding number of sunny days per year. Highlighted in red
are the cities located in West Virginia and Pennsylvania. The numbers indicate that Pennsylvania has a greater
overall number of days of sunlight per year; Allentown holds the highest spot above Philadelphia, Harrisburg
and Pittsburgh. In addition to ranking highest in terms of sunlight, figure 5.3 reveals the concentration of the
elderly by county in the state—making it evident that Allentown is located within a close proximity of where
there is an intense concentration of residents sixty-five years and older.

image source:
http://www.incontext.indiana.
edu/2007/november/5.asp

Figure 5.2:
Elderly population by state, 2005
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http://www.weathertoday.net/
weatherfacts/numbersunny_city.
php

Chart 5.1: Number of days of sunlight per year
YUMA,AZ 		
PHOENIX,AZ 		
LAS VEGAS,NV 		
BISHOP,CA 		
FRESNO,CA 		
EL PASO,TX 		
TUCSON,AZ 		
BAKERSFIELD,CA 		
SACRAMENTO,CA 		
LOS ANGELES C.O.,CA
STOCKTON,CA 		
WINSLOW,AZ 		
SANTA MARIA,CA 		
BLUE CANYON,CA 		
REDDING,CA 		
ROSWELL,NM 		
ALBUQUERQUE,NM
MIDLAND-ODESSA,TX
MOUNT SHASTA, CA
CLAYTON,NM 		
FLAGSTAFF,AZ 		
LUBBOCK,TX 		
SAN FRANCISCO AP,CA
LONG BEACH,CA 		
RENO,NV 		
AMARILLO,TX 		
SAN ANGELO,TX 		
MILFORD,UT 		
WICHITA FALLS,TX 		
ABILENE,TX 		

242
211
210
201
194
193
193
191
188
186
184
177
176
174
172
168
167
165
164
162
162
160
160
159
158
157
154
151
151
149

ALAMOSA,CO 			
LOS ANGELES AP,CA 		
SAN DIEGO,CA 			
GOODLAND,KS 			
OKLAHOMA CITY,OK 		
PUEBLO,CO 			
WINNEMUCCA,NV 			
DODGE CITY,KS 			
GRAND JUNCTION,CO 		
DALLAS-FORT WORTH,TX 		
CONCORDIA,KS 			
ELY,NV 				
KAHULUI,HI 			
ELKO,NV 				
WACO,TX 			
APALACHICOLA,FL			
WICHITA,KS 			
COLORADO SPRINGS,CO 		
TULSA,OK 			
SEXTON SUMMIT,OR 		
SALT LAKE CITY,UT 			
FORT SMITH,AR 			
GRAND ISLAND,NE 			
VALENTINE,NE 			
DEL RIO,TX 			
GREENVILLE-SPARTANBURG AP,SC
WAKE ISLAND,PC 			
BOISE,ID 				
BURNS,OR 			
KANSAS CITY,MO 			

148
147
146
143
139
139
138
137
136
135
131
131
131
130
130
128
128
127
127
126
125
123
123
123
121
121
121
120
120
120

LITTLE ROCK,AR 			
TUPELO,MS 			
MEMPHIS,TN 			
LINCOLN,NE 			
MEDFORD,OR 			
NORFOLK,NE 			
AUSTIN,TX 			
COLUMBIA,SC 			
DENVER,CO 			
NORTH PLATTE,NE 			
SCOTTSBLUFF,NE 			
SPRINGFIELD,MO 			
LANDER,WY 			
SHREVEPORT,LA 			
TOPEKA,KS 			
ATHENS,GA 			
CAIRO,IL 				
AUGUSTA,GA 			
LYNCHBURG,VA 			
MACON,GA 			
JACKSON,MS 			
OMAHA EPPLEY AP,NE 		
RALEIGH,NC 			
RAPID CITY,SD 			
WILMINGTON,NC 			
ATLANTA,GA 			
COLUMBUS,GA 			
OMAHA (NORTH),NE 		
CAPE HATTERAS,NC 		
CHARLOTTE,NC 			

119
119
118
117
117
117
115
115
115
115
115
115
114
114
114
113
113
112
112
112
111
111
111
111
111
110
110
110
109
109

image source:

Allentown, PA
Figure 5.3
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Chart 8.9: Number of days of sunlight per year (continued)
GREENSBORO-WNSTN-SALM ,NC
OAK RIDGE,TN 			
YAKIMA,WA 			
MERIDIAN,MS 			
CASPER,WY 			
MONTGOMERY,AL 			
NEW YORK C.PARK,NY 		
CHEYENNE,WY 			
NORFOLK,VA 			
POCATELLO,ID 			
BALTIMORE,MD 			
DES MOINES,IA 			
PENSACOLA,FL 			
SAN ANTONIO,TX 			
SIOUX FALLS,SD 			
CHATTANOOGA,TN 			
COLUMBIA,MO 			
HURON,SD 			
KEY WEST,FL 			
SAVANNAH,GA 			
SIOUX CITY,IA 			
SPRINGFIELD,IL 			
CHARLESTON AP,SC 		
CORPUS CHRISTI,TX 		
EVANSVILLE,IN 			
MOBILE,AL 			
NASHVILLE,TN 			
ROANOKE,VA 			
TALLAHASSEE,FL 			
ABERDEEN,SD 			

109
109
109
108
107
107
107
106
106
106
105
105
105
105
105
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
102
102
102
102
102
102
102
101

MOLINE,IL 			
NEW ORLEANS,LA 			
PADUCAH,KY 			
PENDLETON,OR 			
PORTLAND,ME 			
ST.LOUIS,MO 			
TAMPA,FL 			
HUNTSVILLE,AL 			
KOTZEBUE,AK 			
RICHMOND,VA 			
ASHEVILLE,NC 			
BATON ROUGE,LA 			
BIRMINGHAM AP,AL 		
BRIDGEPORT,CT 			
JOHNSTON ISLAND,PC 		
BLOCK IS.,RI 			
BOSTON,MA 			
FORT MYERS,FL 			
LAKE CHARLES,LA 			
NEW YORK (JFK AP),NY 		
PROVIDENCE,RI 			
DAYTONA BEACH,FL 		
KNOXVILLE,TN 			
SAINT CLOUD,MN 			
WILMINGTON,DE 			
BROWNSVILLE,TX 			
NEW YORK (LAGUARDIA AP),NY
WASHINGTON NAT'L AP,D.C.
LA CROSSE,WI 			
MINNEAPOLIS-ST.PAUL,MN 		

101
101
101
101
101
101
101
100
100
100
99
99
99
99
99
98
98
98
98
98
98
97
97
97
97
96
96
96
95
95

PEORIA,IL 			
PORT ARTHUR,TX 			
SHERIDAN,WY 			
ALLENTOWN,PA 			
ATLANTIC CITY AP,NJ 		
JACKSONVILLE,FL 			
BISMARCK,ND 			
LOUISVILLE,KY 			
NEWARK,NJ 			
PHILADELPHIA,PA 			
ROCKFORD,IL 			
WILLISTON,ND 			
DUBUQUE,IA 			
WASHINGTON DULLES AP, D.C.
LEWISTON,ID 			
NOME,AK 			
WATERLOO,IA 			
CONCORD,NH 			
HONOLULU,HI 			
HOUSTON,TX 			
MILWAUKEE,WI 			
WORCESTER,MA 			
LEXINGTON,KY 			
MADISON,WI 			
ORLANDO,FL 			
BRISTOL-JHNSN CTY-KNGSPRT,TN
FARGO,ND 			
HARRISBURG,PA 			
BETTLES,AK 			
GLASGOW,MT 			

95
95
95
94
94
94
93
93
93
93
93
93
92
92
91
91
91
90
90
90
90
90
89
89
89
88
88
87
86
86

Figure 5.4
Weather: Allentown, PA

Average High
Average Low
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Chart 8.9: Number of days of sunlight per year (continued)
ROCHESTER,MN 		
SPOKANE,WA 		
VICTORIA,TX 		
GREEN BAY,WI 		
CHICAGO,IL 		
UNALAKLEET,AK 		
HARTFORD,CT 		
HELENA,MT 		
GREATER CINCINNATI AP
GREAT FALLS,MT 		
FORT WAYNE,IN 		
DAYTON,OH 		
DULUTH,MN 		
EUREKA,CA. 		
SALEM,OR 		
INTERNAT’L FALLS,MN
DETROIT,MI 		
EUGENE,OR 		
MISSOULA,MT 		
MUSKEGON,MI 		
WEST PALM BEACH,FL
MIAMI,FL 		
JACKSON,KY 		
MANSFIELD,OH 		
SAN JUAN,PR 		
SOUTH BEND,IN 		
TOLEDO,OH 		
COLUMBUS,OH 		
LANSING,MI 		
SEATTLE C.O.,WA 		

86
86
86
85
84
83
82
82
81
79
78
77
77
77
77
76
75
75
75
75
75
74
73
73
73
73
73
72
71
71

AVOCA,PA 		
FAIRBANKS,AK 		
KALISPELL,MT 		
ALBANY,NY 		
AKRON,OH 		
PORTLAND,OR 		
ALPENA,MI 		
TALKEETNA,AK 		
WILLIAMSPORT,PA 		
BARROW,AK 		
HOMER,AK 		
HOUGHTON LAKE,MI
GRAND RAPIDS,MI 		
ERIE,PA 			
HUNTINGTON,WV 		
SYRACUSE,NY 		
YOUNGSTOWN,OH
BETHEL,AK 		
ANCHORAGE,AK 		
ROCHESTER,NY 		
BECKLEY,WV 		
BIG DELTA,AK 		
CARIBOU,ME 		
KODIAK,AK 		
PITTSBURGH,PA 		
BURLINGTON,VT 		
SEATTLE SEA-TAC AP,WA
VALDEZ,AK 		
LIHUE,HI 			
BUFFALO,NY 		

70
70
70
69
68
68
67
67
67
66
65
65
64
63
63
63
63
62
61
61
60
60
59
59
59
58
58
58
56
54

BARTERIS.,AK 		
BINGHAMTON,NY		
OLYMPIA,WA 		
KING SALMON,AK 		
QUILLAYUTE,WA 		
ASTORIA,OR 		
ELKINS,WV 		
MT.WASHINGTON,NH
JUNEAU,AK 		
YAKUTAT,AK 		
ANNETTE,AK 		
HILO,HI 			
ST.PAUL ISLAND,AK 18
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source: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA),
National Climatic Data Center

Lehigh River
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Allentown is located in
Lehigh Valley County, PA.
It is Pennsylvania’s third
most populous city after
Philadelphia and Pittsburgh.
As of 2008, there were
114,210 people living in the
city.
Of these 114,210 people,
15.1% are sixty-five years or
older.

site analysis

“The most important thing for each of us to remember--and never
forget--is that residents in long-term care settings are the same people
who yesterday lived in the community” (Brawley, 181).
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site
The site located along 4th and
Hamilton is situated between the city
and Jordan Creek allowing for both
urban and rural views. The elderly are
most comfortable in an environment
in which they were used to
throughout life. Therefore, choosing
this site that splits both situations can
accommodate both ‘ruralites’ as well
as ‘urbanites’.
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site documentation

east edge facing Jordan Creek

west edge facing to Fourth Street

“It is really exhilarating to watch people come out of themselves when
they look at and touch one of the paintings...They seem to have real
therapeutic power.”

--Mardel DeBuhr Sanzotta
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site

The location of the site is in close
proximity to the Allentown Art Museum,
the Baum School of Art, Allentown
Symphony Hall and Lehigh Valley
Historical Society.
An increasing number of studies are
showing the positive effects of music and
art therapy for Alzheimer’s and dementia
patients. Music and art seem to engage
parts of the brain that remain intact long
after the onset of dementia and that have
to do with procedural memory.

Sacred Heart Hospital

Baum School
of Art

Symphony
Hall

Allentown
Art Museum

Lehigh Valley
Historical Society
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site
Meet me at MoMa is an example
of a successful monthly program
for individuals and their families
with Alzheimer’s Disease and their
family members. Most successful
with midstage Alzheimer’s
patients, Meet me at MoMa
encouraged discussions about
partings by artists such as Stuart
Davis, Andrew Wyeth and Picasso.
The close proximity of the site
in Allentown has the potential
to work with small groups in the
different facilities. The Lehigh
Valley Historical Society is directly
across the street from the site and
the Art Museum, School of Art
and Symphony Hall are all within a
three minute drive.

site documentation
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b

c

c a

Lehigh Valley Heritage Center

c

b

“Indeed, thoughtful psychosocial, behavioral and invironmental
approaches can often have a faster, safer and more effective impact than
pharmacological interventions in treating a range of secondary symptoms
in Alzheimer’s disease.”

--Gene D. Cohen, MD, PhD
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A choice of views is a
positive aspect for any
senior living facility.
Especially for those living
with dementia, stimulating
views should satisfy an
array of tastes.
Because of the positioning
of the sight between the
landscape and city, a diverse
range of views is attainable.

site documentation
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site documentation
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Residential
Jordan Creek

Cultural Institutions
Parking Lots
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proposed site at 4th
and Hamilton

Little Lehigh
Creek

site documentation and analysis
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site: topography

map source:
http://lib.utexas.edu/maps/historic_us_cities.html
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site: topography

As seen in the topography map on page
74, the site is on a hilly terrain and cross
sections reveal very different conditions
from east to west.

D
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A

The aforementioned SunCity projects
reveal ways in which the changes in elevation can be embraced in the design.

F

E
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Section A

Section B

Section C

Section D

East to West site sections
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Section E

Section F

North to South site sections

site measurements
The 200,000 ft2 site currently has two
residential complexes occupying it. For
the dementia facility, it may only be
necessary to use the southern half of the
site, but is still to be determined.

'

900

The site is substantial in size, compared
to the 170,000 ft2 as seen at SunCity
Takatsuki.
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“Careful planning for the environments we create may prove to be one of
the most valuable interventions in allowing individuals to function more
independently and improving quality of life.”

--Elizabeth Brawley
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conclusion + approach for design
The research has made it evident that there are major issues with the ‘typical’ facility as it is today. Issues
of wandering and lack of stimulation are the difficulties at hand that have been a continuous struggle for
designers.
As opposed to forming the program to a specific mold, dealing with these concerns requires an approach that
begins with identifying the programmatic needs of activity spaces and the necessary relationships between
spaces, and thoroughly evaluating how those spaces can be treated in a way that produces an environment
legible to all bodies.
In addition to a critical evaluation and potential reconfiguration to form a new typology, research into different
materials will be a major part in the design process; evolving technologies could play a major part and create a
highly user-responsive environment.

glossary
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glossary of terms
activity program		
				
				
				
				

A minute by minute list of what ADC participants and staff are going to be
doing, with whom, when, where, and with what sort of equipment and props.
The transition time of the activity program and the sequence of activities
are crucial components. A sample activity program is illustrated on pages
27 and 28.

Alzheimer’s Disease 		
				
				
				

The most common form of dementia. As of September of 2009, the number
of people with Alzheimer’s in the world is approximately thirty-five million.
[For the purpose of this book, the terms alzheimer’s and dementia will be
used interchangeably]

adult day care (ADC)
				
				
				
				

A non-residential facility specializing in providing activities for elderly and/
or handicapped individuals. Most centers operate 10 - 12 hours per day and
provide meals, social/recreational outings, and general supervision. Many
centers focus on providing care only for persons with Alzheimer’s and
related dementias.

catastrophic reactions
				
				
				
				

An occurence triggered by a trivial incident such as failure to tie a shoelace
that leads to severe emotional distress or occasionally anger. Catastrophic
reactions can be manifested through one or more of the following: swift
change in mood, anger, fear, agitation, screaming or laughing outbursts,
verbal or physical aggression.
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glossary of terms continued
daily life activities
				

Can be categorized into four categories: (1) movement activities (2) thinking
activities (3) psychosocial activities, and (d) spiritual activities.

dementia
		
				
				
				
				
				

A progressive, fatal cognitive disorder that leads to decline in functional,
cognitive, emotional and social abilities. Reduced mastery and control over
the environment are major life altering effects of the disease. The course
of the disease is unique to every individual.
[For the purpose of this book, the terms alzheimer’s and dementia will be
used interchangeably]

meaningful activities
				
				

For those with dementia, an activity is considered meaningful if it has an
obvious and acceptable purpose, is done voluntarily, provides pleasure, is
socially appropriate, and is failure proof.

multi-sensory
environment (MSE)
				
				
				
				
				

A dedicated room that attempts to block out noise, control space,
temperature, and lighting. It is an artificially created venue that brings
together multi-sensory equipment in one place to stimulate the senses.
Individuals in the following categories may benefit from MSE therapy: Autism
Spectrum, Post Traumatic Stress Disorders, Anxiety associated with
substance abuse, Dementia, Developmental Disabilities, ADD and ADHD.
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glossary of terms continued
sensory stimulation		
				
				
				

A necessity for patients with dementia due to an sharp decline in senses.
Activities such as going outside, socially interacting are ways one can achieve
this. The facility should also strive to use materiality and spatial relationships to
facilitate stimulus.

sundowning			
				
				

[definition from wiktionary.org] A state of agitation, confusion, or delirium,
especially in patients suffering from Alzheimer’s disease, which begins daily at
nightfall and which is alleviated by daylight.

wandering
		
				
				
				

The act of travelling with no preset route. is a common behavior that
causes great risk for the person and concern for caregivers. It is estimated
to be the most common type of disruptive behavior in institutionalized
persons with dementia.
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Final Project Drawings_Diagrams

Stages 3 + 4

Stages 7 + 8

Central Zone
[all stages]

Stages 5 + 6
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Diagram_Sunlight
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Diagram_Circulation and Activity Nodes

Floor Plan_Lower Level
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Lower Level Plan
1/16” = 1’ - 0”
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Floor Plan_Upper Level
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Sectional Perpective_Section A
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Sectional Perpective_Section B
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Sectional Perpective_Section C
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Rendering_Art Room
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Rendering_Physical Therapy Wall
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Rendering_Physical Therapy Wall
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Interior Elevation
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Interior Elevations

Seating Nook Perspective
3/8” = 1’-0”

Stages 3 + 4
Resident Corridor Interior Elevation
1/4” = 1’-0”

Seating Nook Perspective
3/8” = 1’-0”
Seating Nook Perspective
3/8” = 1’-0”
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Interior Elevations
Resident Corridor Interior Elevation
1/4” = 1’-0”
Resident Corridor Interior Elevation
1/4” = 1’-0”

Stages 3 + 4
Stages 3 + 4

Window Sill Perspective
3/8” = 1’-0”
Window Sill Perspective
3/8” = 1’-0”

Cafe + Lounge to Outdoor Terrace
1/4” = 1’-0”
Cafe + Lounge to Outdoor Terrace
1/4” = 1’-0”

All Stages
All Stages

Cafe + Lounge to Outdoor Terrace
1/4” = 1’-0”
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Interior Elevations
All Stages

Seating Perspective
3/8” = 1’-0”

Resident Corridor Interior Elevation
1/4’ = 1’-0”

Stages 5-8

